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Cetyl M® Success All-Around
"I recently bought some Cetyl M® to try on my dogs, horses & myself. I saw your booth at Horse
Expo at the Pomona fairgrounds & thought I’d give the stuff a try. I really don’t understand how
the stuff works exactly but it is amazing. In only these few days since I purchased Cetyl M® on
Thursday, my neck feels wonderful. It doesn’t crack every time I move it anymore and I keep
thinking, how can this be? Additionally, my old fox trotter is cracking less, and my old dogs are
moving much much better. All this improvement and we have only been using your product
since Thursday night, and it’s only Monday morning. Wow!... You may not realize exactly how
much it means to me to have found your product, Cetyl M®. I took a nasty spill off one of my
horses in May of 2011. My broken bones have healed well enough, but my neck has given me
trouble ever since. I found no relief for my neck until the first night I applied Cetyl M® cream.
Please don’t ever stop making your products.
-Vicki Earl
Daughter introduced me to CM Response™- It is very helpful
"My daughter introduced me to CM Response™. It is very helpful for arthritis in the hands. I have
been using it for a few weeks and find that it soothes my aching hands and makes them more
useable. Thanks very much; I have just ordered some more!!!"
- Eleanor C. Moore
CM Response™ a wonderful product and worth the wait
"Just wanted to let you know - I would not be without your Response Caps - They have made all
the difference in my joints and muscles. I have been taking them for qiute some time now. At 73
yrs. I have had lots of problems - but thanks to this wonderful product I can do my farm/horse/
barn/house work again almost as well as I did a long time ago. Please tell customers not to give
up on taking them - it took 6 weeks for me to feel that wonderful relief - it was well worth waiting
for. Thank you so very much for this life changing product. Yea, CM RESPONSE!!!!!!!"
- Margaret L./South Carolina
Retired police officer praises CM Response™
"Your product is the best. It flat out works! CM Response™ worked so well I avoided knee
surgery!! Please post my testimonial on your site."
- Frank Esposito, Retired Police Officer
Connecticut
A real life changer
"I have chondromalacia in my knee and was in severe pain. I'd been taking another joint relief
product that was helping some but not doing a great job. I went on the Internet and searched
on the main ingredient in that product, found the Cetylm.com site and decided to give it a try. I
cannot believe the difference this formula has made in my life. After the first week of taking the
CM Response™ product, my knee felt quite a bit better. Now I have more good days than bad.
I can walk around and sometimes forget that I have a problem with my knee. It has also helped
with the arthritis in my hands. I would, and have, recommended this to others I know with joint
problems."
- Sharri Thomas/Albion, NY

Should have started sooner
"I've suffered from rheumatoid arthritis for about 10 years now. Of course I've tried lots of
medications to control it with minimal results. After seeing how well your joint action formula for
dogs (Advanced Cetyl M® for dogs) worked for my 13-year-old Australian Sheppard, I started
taking the human formula (CM Response™) for myself. I don’t know why I waited so long to give
it a try because it has made a very big difference in the quality of my life. My Australian
Shepherd (Ring) and I both thank you for two great products."
- Ron Rowe/Pipestone, MT
An excellent product
"I had severe knee pain to the point that I underwent arthroscopic surgery, but I got no relief. The
pain was so bad I would stand at the bottom of the steps and look up at them and cringe. At
least 4-5 times a week I would have to sit around with ice or heat on my knees just to try to
alleviate the pain. Then I started taking the CM Response™ capsules, six a day. In about 2-1/2
weeks, I started to notice a difference. I began to cut back and now take a maintenance dose
of two capsules a day. The other week I was in the bed of my truck, and without thinking I just
jumped off. I was about half way to the ground when I realized my mistake and thought, "This is
really going to hurt." Much to my surprise, I landed with all my weight and didn’t feel a bit of
pain. THANK YOU ALL FOR AN EXCELLANT PRODUCT!"
- Bruce Campbell/Newburg, PA
Pain free after five days
"While watching the Down Under Horseman on TV, I saw the advertisement for your product. I
suffer from very painful arthritis in my hands. And for the past few months I have been suffering
from joint pain in my legs, making it very painful to walk. I thought I would give your product (CM
Response™) a try. After all, I figured if the horse formula works for performance horses, the
human product ought to bring me a little relief. I have tried other products but CM Response™
WORKS! It took about five days but I was pain free for the first time in years. I cannot thank you
enough. I am recommending this product to everyone I know who suffers from joint pain."
- Nancy Strope/Pittsburgh, PA
Completely sold
"I am completely sold on CM Response™. I was diagnosed with Rheumatoid Arthritis last summer
and the doctor had been experimenting with different meds to get my condition under control. I
also started taking CM Response™ in the fall. Well, in March I had to have an unrelated surgery
and the surgeon wanted me off the RA meds for a week prior to the surgery. I was VERY
CONCERNED, but reluctantly complied. As of today, I am no longer taking the RA medication,
only CM Response™—and I have no problems with my previous RA condition. I AM SOLD ON
THIS PRODUCT!!
Note: I actually started my Clumber Spaniel on your Cetyl-M® dog formula almost two years ago
after he was diagnosed with bilateral hip dysplasia. And I’m pleased to say that he is doing so
much better now after he has started taking your product. In fact, he is the reason I decided to
try the human product for myself."
- Linda Fellows/Anchorage, AK

